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EDITORIAL
Ben Averis
Hello, and thanks for all your newsletter contributions! Not that long ago
I was thinking “Help! There’s hardly anything…” so Alison sent out a
mass email (‘cos she’s the one… with… the spreadsheet of email
addresses) and look what’s happened! A bumper issue including:
 responses to previous NWDG writings about Cairngorm woods and
about whether the “N” in “NWDG” should mean “native” or “northern”
 articles about the Monitor Woods scheme (checkin’ out how them woods is shapin’ up) and
some wood pasture in Galloway
 a piece on pines in Northumberland (mearbie neartive?)
 an account of brochs and the timber used in them (NWDG’s Noel Fojut must surely be
the authority on brochs)
 the October 2018 NWDG Woodland History Conference report (in case you weren’t
there… or had forgotten about it… or were there and do remember it and want something
about it in print, to read and pass on to your children, and their children, and…)
 notes on forthcoming events (incl. annual excursion and autumn fungus workshop).
 two book reviews
Additionally, I’ve had requests to bring my cartoons back, so I have done, and I’ve been asked to
let you know of a ‘Scotland Outdoors’ podcast including something about Dunollie Woods (near
Oban): https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p07128qb
Thanks again to everyone for your contributions, and I hope you all like this newsletter.
Next deadline for newsletter
contributions: 15th October 2019.
We welcome any woodland-related
material (ideally <1500 words): group or
organisation reports, news items, letters,
book reviews, illustrations, etc. Please
send it to me by email, with your contact
details. If you have written or co-written
a new publication that might interest
our members, we can enclose your fliers
with our mailings (free to individual
members; £20 postage/packing charge
for organisations/non-members). To get
a book reviewed, send a copy to the
editor. If you want to review a book,
please tell me; we can usually get a free
review copy from the publisher, and if
you review it the book is yours to keep. If
you want future newsletters
electronically as PDF files and not in
printed form, please send me an email
specifying the email address to receive
the file. Thanks. Ben Averis (current
editor).
ben.averis@gmail.com Tel. 01620
830 670 / 07767 058 322
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NOTES FROM THE CHAIR
Alan Crawford
I have always enjoyed and appreciated my contact with NWDG. That sense of camaraderie and
connection that comes from being around others who have shared or overlapping interests; the
formal and informal exchange of ideas, thoughts and feelings; and the challenge and spark I
often feel from that engagement.
For me, NWDG is at its most vibrant when we come together at events: workshops, excursions,
conferences. By the time this newsletter (one of the few items of snail mail that is a joy to
receive) is produced and published, we will have had our first workshop of the year: looking at
‘the use of historic maps when interpreting woodland history’, led by Peter Quelch and Coralie
Mills. Look out for the write-up in the autumn newsletter.
Our annual excursion will be in early June (5th to 8th) in Argyll: see elsewhere for further details
and booking form.
On 21st September there will be a fungi workshop, led by Liz Holden at Boat of Garten, and the
woodland history conference will be at Battleby in late October. And as it is 100 years since the
establishment of the Forestry Commission, the theme for the history conference will be around
‘The influence of the state on forestry in Scotland over the past 100 years’.
Ideas are progressing as regards potential collaborative events with other groups that are in
some way akin to ours, and hopefully in 2020 we may begin to see the first fruits of these
discussions. This is exciting, and I think has lots of potential.
Anyone thinking about attending an event for the first time – be assured, you are very much
welcome! The group comes alive when we are in each other’s company.
Alan

NWDG ADMIN REPORT
Alison Averis
We currently have 192 members, compared with 183 this time
last year. Many thanks and welcome to everyone who has
joined us since the last Newsletter was published. We do hope
to see you at an event this year.
On 23rd April 2019 there was £13,788.59 in our bank account,
compared with £12,876.09 at the same time last year.
If you have not yet subscribed for 2019, please can you send me your cheque or standing order
mandate as soon as possible – or pay by BACS, or set up a standing order yourself. The
subscription form is available as a downloadable Word file on the website www.nwdg.org.uk. If
you no longer wish to subscribe, please let me know and I will remove your details from the
data-base. Please also note that there is now no concessionary rate except for those aged under
25. Many thanks.
Finally, if you have changed your name, address or email address in the last few
months, please let me know and I will amend the data-base accordingly.
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NATIVE WOODLAND DISCUSSION GROUP OR
NORTHERN WOODLAND DISCUSSION GROUP? A
REPLY
Gordon Patterson
Alasdair Firth wrote a stimulating comment piece in the autumn newsletter to provoke
discussion the remit and purpose of the group and the concept of native woodlands itself. He is
looking for a debate and responses, so I thought I would pitch in my tuppence worth.
I think Alasdair’s points are well expressed and do capture valid questions and feelings that are
often expressed. I think there has been ‘push-back’ against native woodlands gathering for some
years now, and the nature of forestry is to have pendulum swings when one set of objectives or
ideas is perceived to have become entrenched for a while.
I will try to divide my response in line with Alasdair’s main arguments as I understand them.
Firstly, he asks what is native woodland and why is it still considered important, given the
degree of influence of human-induced change on our landscape and environment, and the range
of values that all woodland and tree species are capable of having to varying degrees?
And secondly, why do we (NWDG) not discuss all types of woodland and the many issues
affecting them, for example in a ‘ Northern Woodland Discussion Group.’
What is native woodland?
Like the definition of woodland itself, this can be a slippery thing. When we deal with nature we
are always dealing with continuous variation and unpredictability so it is always possible to
argue about the boundaries of any classification system, but of course we need classifications to
define and manage any resource, be it native woods, peat bogs or Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs).
Much energy has gone into debating this within NWDG and beyond over the years, which is one
of the reasons why Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) decided to nail the jelly to the wall by
carrying out a national survey to identify, map and describe them in the Native Woodland
Survey of Scotland, published in 2014, which I led.
The project was steered by a widely based stakeholder group, agreed to take a broad-church
definition of native woodlands as those where the canopy is mainly formed of native species to
Scotland (i.e. at least 50% of the canopy cover), including both self-seeded and planted stands.
Native species were defined conventionally to include all those thought to have reached Scotland
naturally without direct human intervention as far as we can tell (so it excluded sycamore and
beech which are considered naturalised introductions), but all trees and shrubs were surveyed
whether native, long naturalised or recently planted or colonised.
The idea was to describe and quantify the composition and structure and condition of all these
woodlands. Many attributes were assessed; for example the presence and cover of each tree and
shrub species, degree of semi-naturalness of structure, degree of herbivore pressure and so on.
The ancient-ness of the site as woodland was also assessed from previous map information.
The aim was not to say that all native woods are equally important, or indeed better than
other types per se, but rather to help allow informed choices of objectives within a regional and
national context of knowledge about each native woodland type. Including a wood as native
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woodland on this inventory did not necessarily imply a policy decision on what should be done
with it in future.
Actually I think it would now be very helpful to have a formal native woodlands policy in
Scotland (and other UK countries), because it could steer a way through the increasing
confusion and difficult issues arising from things like the focus of resources on new planting
rather than managing existing woods, climate change, pests and diseases and the largely
unchecked spread of non-native species. Without even mentioning Brexit!
Meantime, perhaps this group can contribute by continuing to debate and air the issues in situ.
There is nothing like seeing a real example/place to bring abstract issues to life.
A few highlights of what the Native Woodland Survey of Scotland found:
 22.5% of all woodlands (311,153 ha; 4% of land area) in Scotland were native woods.
 Of this total just a fifth (64,130 ha; 4.6% of Scottish woodland) was in the category of
woods that are ancient and also highly semi-natural in composition and structure;
generally the best woods for nature conservation.
 A positive was that most native woods were actually highly native in tree species
composition (92% of canopy cover was made up of native species).
 But just 46% of native woods were assessed to be in satisfactory ecological condition, so
there is a massive task ahead to improve this.
Why is native woodland considered important?
It may seem odd to be spelling this out to a native woodlands group, but accepted wisdoms do
need to be checked and reassessed over time as Alasdair’s comments show.
Apart from the cultural heritage aspect which is a subject in itself, there is a strong ecological
argument for the importance of native woods. Studies have shown that native tree species do
generally support more specialist and rare species of associated wildlife, co-adapted in the same
area over millenia. Biodiversity should be considered at many scales, and at a European scale the
native woodlands of Scotland and the British Isles are distinctive types. The value of native
forest ecosystems and the use of native species in forestry is recognised and promoted in
international conventions and agreements, for example the UN Biodiversity Convention and
Helsinki principles for European sustainable forest management.
The latter includes this principle which incorporates the precautionary principle used in decision
making, and I think provides a good basis for thinking about issues and challenges we face in
native woodland management:
Native species and local provenances should be preferred where appropriate. The use of
species, provenances, varieties or ecotypes outside their natural range should be discouraged
where their introduction would endanger important/valuable indigenous ecosystems, flora
and fauna. Introduced species may be used when their potential negative impacts have been
assessed and evaluated over sufficient time, and where they provide more benefits than do
indigenous ones in terms of wood production and other functions. Whenever introduced
species are used to replace local ecosystems, sufficient action should be taken at the same time
to conserve native flora and fauna.
Native woodlands are also priority habitats in biodiversity plans and legislation in Scotland and
other UK countries, as well as in UK Forestry Standard and guidelines. They include seminatural and planted stands and points in between, and native woods can be on ancient or longestablished woodland sites or very recent ones.
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I hope that few, at least in NWDG, would argue against the proposition that ancient semi-natural
woodlands are rare and important for biodiversity and cultural reasons, and wherever possible
should be sustained and encouraged to adapt into the future, and not be turned into Sitka spruce
plantations or indeed allowed to drift into some arbitrary mixture of whatever the future brings),
stuffed full of rhododendron, conifer wildings and rampant Himalayan balsam!

However, as we all know the practicalities and methods of achieving their survival and
conservation throw up numerous issues such as whether, why or where to allow or encourage
naturalised species like sycamore or perceived beneficial introductions to develop. Meat and
drink for discussion in NWDG.
And, of course, choices can get more tricky where the current or historical value of the native
wood is lower and/or the cost of maintaining it as such grows higher and/or the potential
benefits of the alternatives are greater. The future management and current specification of
newly planted native woods is a very good example. We had a good discussion about that at
Corrimony last year.
I think this year’s visit will also allow us more chances to think about issues such as how natural
or diverse can Sitka spruce become in future and ideas of ‘future naturalness’.
So I see plenty of scope for discussion in NWDG about relative values and choices for the future,
along the lines that Alasdair wants, without losing our focus on how to sustain, use and restore
our native woodlands and help them adapt for the future as part of a wider matrix of woodland
types and uses.
Why not a wider ‘northern’ group discussing all types of woodland?
That’s an interesting idea but not a good one in my view. If it ain’t broke don’t fix it! My concern
would be a potential loss of focus as well as overlap with other forestry/woodland groups which
are broad in scope such as Royal Scottish Forestry Society, Royal Forestry Society and Institute
of Chartered Foresters, and indeed to some extent Reforesting Scotland, Continuous Cover
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Group and Community Woodlands Association. Apart from the Native Pinewood Managers
Group, which is going strong after many years but is primarily for site managers, there are no
other groups in Scotland like ours with a focus on native woodlands and their history. We can
and do look at native woodlands in a wider context of policy and examine choices and
approaches. And we can and probably should go further afield than Scotland sometimes to
compare notes and get a wider perspective, e.g. our proposed visit to Cumbria in 2020(?). And
why not visit Ireland or Norway and other ‘northern’ countries as small groups have done under
our auspices in the past?
But I would question whether a formal widening of geographical scope to ‘northern’ (as in ‘north
Britain’ presumably?) would change the group for the better or just spread it too thinly,
introducing a new and more arbitrary boundary as well as another policy and legislative
environment.
I hope these thoughts have been useful in contributing to thinking about what we do as a group
and why.

CAIRNGORMS CONNECT
Basil Dunlop
Congratulations to Alan Crawford on his excellent "Notes from the Chair" in the Autumn
Newsletter Volume 43(2). He highlights the spread of natural regeneration in Caledonian
Pinewood areas such as Mar, and the West Cairngorms which he describes as "astonishing". It is.
He is rightly critical of the "lack of protection for our ancient woodland remnants" and cites
failure to protect even the regeneration and buffer zones of Caledonian Pinewood Inventory sites
from muirburn, even in a National Park. Alan mentions the lack of trees in areas such as the
Lecht, and refers to the Cairngorms Connect project "where land will be managed with the intent
of allowing native woodland to expand to its natural extent" by "landscape-scale restoration".
This implies natural regeneration, but is this the case? He also advocates closer co-operation
between all woodland organisations.
We should all support the expansion and re-establishment of native woodland, provided the
methods used are appropriate to the status of the site. The planting of local origin trees in
presently treeless areas is commendable, although this is reforestation rather than restoration,
as such areas as the Lecht have been treeless for centuries. But in and around the authenticated
and designated remnant Caledonian Pinewoods and their catchment areas, regeneration must
only be by natural means, otherwise the 9,000 year chain of forest evolution will be broken. They
will downgrade from ancient woodlands to PAWS (Plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites),
because the definition of a Caledonian Pinewood is "descended from one generation to another
by natural means". Even natural regeneration from planted trees does not qualify and prevents
an area from being classed as Caledonian Pinewood. The thousands of hectares of local origin
pine planted since 1763 by the Grants and Seafields in Strathspey are not designated as
Caledonian Pinewoods.
Planting reduces the conservation, educational and scientific values of ancient woodland. The
trees will have been produced and established by artificial techniques such as cone/seed
selection, nursery practices and the physical act of planting, which cannot replicate the natural
selection processes operating above and below ground in the forest. Planting also risks the
introduction of harmful pathogens. Government and Forestry Commission publications such as
the Rationale for Woodland Expansion and Practice Guide No 7 Native Pinewoods clearly state
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expansion should be by natural regeneration wherever possible, but recently these guidelines
have been 'misinterpreted'.
In addition to the Caledonian Pinewoods and their expansion areas, the montane zones of the
Cairngorms also require tree re-establishment and expansion to be through natural regeneration
where they are (now, or potentially in the future) within range of seeding from ancient
woodland. This is necessary to protect its wild land designation and status as the UK's largest
undeveloped area.
Cairngorms Connect have not publicly stated the methods by which they intend to reforest their
land, but from their efforts to produce native trees in the RSPB nursery at Forest Lodge, planting
is envisaged. As most of the land they own has conservation designation, and is relict ancient
forest or wild land, it is important that they avoid intervention such as planting except in areas
distant from seed sources. It is understandable that ecologists would want to raise plants and
cuttings of extremely rare and threatened species such as downy willow and dwarf birch to plant
high in the Cairngorms montane zone, but there is no justification for impatiently planting most
native broadleaves, as there are adequate seed sources. Even aspen is well represented naturally
in the lower Strath, where it is more suited because it prefers fertile soils to acid heath. There is
certainly no need to plant Scots pine or birch, which have shown they will spread rapidly when
overgrazing and muirburn cease.
The Cairngorms Connect land should immediately be zoned to establish Caledonian Pinewood
expansion and wild land areas where interventions such as planting are prohibited, and tree
regeneration is by natural means. The cutting and burning of natural regeneration in these zones
should be prohibited by law, as voluntary self-regulation has been shown to fail. The grant
system, presently a cost refund system due to EU dictat which encourages expensive fencing and
planting, should be revised to encourage landowners to limit deer numbers and control
browsing to achieve natural forest expansion without fencing.
This will also help us meet our international responsibilities to protect our rare, valuable and
vulnerable boreal forest remnants.
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THE MONITOR WOODS SCHEME:
LEARNING BY DEMONSTRATION
Nander Robertson
As the name suggests, the Royal Scottish Forestry Society (RSFS)
Monitor Woods Scheme and its data management programme
Canopy are designed to provide a unique research and learning
resource across the forestry sector and to the wider public.
Summary
The RSFS is an educational charity that actively promotes education and training in the sound
management of trees and woodlands for the benefit of present and future generations. The
Society organises over twenty field days per annum providing the opportunity to visit a wide
variety of woods and forests to discuss their management and development.
The Monitor Woods Scheme and Canopy are ‘world firsts’ for Scotland, there being nothing
similar in existence. Its roots lie in an earlier initiative started in the Northern Region of the
RSFS in 1992.
Monitor Woods, of varying sizes will, in the main, be long term demonstration areas providing
examples of various aspects of silviculture that will be re-visited and reported on regularly, 5yearly intervals being the aim.
Monitor Woods will address the question of ‘what are the issues and what are the options ?’ The
standing data for each site will be accessible via Canopy, an open platform data management
programme unique to Monitor Woods. At each visit the management options and the outcomes
of any actions or inactions will be reviewed, discussed and captured within Canopy.
Re-visiting the sites regularly, combined with ready access to the records of previous visits and
discussions will, over time, generate a unique learning and research resource of inestimable
value. Monitor Woods of types which are currently not routine Sitka spruce/clearfell/replant will
be particularly valuable learning resources e.g. the establishment of long-lived protection woods,
the management of young and old native woodlands, a stand of pole stage Douglas fir, an
ancient woodland, a middle-aged stand of mixed species or the conversion of neglected
woodland to continuous cover. Lessons learned from current commercial conifer woodland
management and the use of diverse species will be important components of the scheme.
With the support of Forestry Commission Scotland an initial cohort of 14 principal Monitor
Woods has been established and within them over 110 demonstration sites have been identified.
The recently appointed manager for the Monitor Woods scheme has been tasked with expanding
the number of nominated sites and to manage the design, development and implementation of
Canopy, in order to capture, catalogue and publish all relevant data.
Rationale and Objectives
Whilst the downstream forestry sector has greatly benefitted from the substantial woodland
creation by previous generations of forest managers, it is generally recognised that over the last
20 years or so, for a variety of reasons, those involved in establishing and looking after the basic
forest resource have become progressively more isolated in ‘wooden silos’ of different desired
outcomes. There is a growing recognition that despite similar sivilcutural challenges being faced
across the forest and woodland sectors, a deficit exists in the knowledge, skills and experience
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required to meet future management challenges, particularly climate change and alternatives to
the relatively straight forward spruce clear fell and replant model.
Policy and practice are dictating that forest management delivers multiple benefits. Thus,
inevitably, management becomes more complex and there is a need to equip our forest and
woodland managers with the knowledge and skills to meet the challenge of increasing
complexity.
The Monitor Woods Scheme is a unique resource designed to:
i.

Help forest managers improve resilience, sustainability and profitability as well as
generate wider outcomes from woodlands/forests by knowledge transfer and
demonstration of problem solving and good practice, via an established network of
practitioners prepared to share their experiences both good and bad.

ii.

Overcome by practical demonstration and the dissemination of relevant information, the
increasing isolation of practitioners and the lack of opportunity for learning in the field.

iii.

Provide a living, expanding and increasingly valuable data set accessible for practitioners,
students, researchers and the wider public.

iv.

Broaden the constituency of interest in woodland management by encouraging those who
wish to learn by enabling access to practical demonstration to encourage implementation
of management practices suggested to be beneficial.

v.

Make available to researchers a comprehensive monitoring, recording and knowledge
transfer programme to ensure that longer term trial sites and the benefits thereof are not
lost.

Age Classes
At the date of inclusion, Monitor Sites would divide into three age classes with progression over
time. New Sites would be recruited to replace those coming to the end of their useful life.
Age classes: <15 years old; 15-50 years old; >50 years
Woodland types:
 Native pine and native broadleaves
 Productive conifer and productive broadleaves
 Mixed woodlands (such as found on traditional mixed estates)
 Farm/shelter woodlands
 Urban
 Species trials
RSFS members (including its Corporate and Affiliated members) Forestry Commission, Forest
Research, Forest Enterprise, management companies, non-government organisations, local
authorities and others with responsibilities for land management will be invited to volunteer
Sites. The key qualifying criteria will be “What is to be demonstrated ?”
Canopy – data management and dissemination
From the wealth of information garnered from the initial site surveys; it is clear that the Monitor
Woods Scheme will rapidly accumulate a substantial body of relevant information which will be
of significant potential benefit to a wide spectrum of stakeholders. In order to encourage wide
dissemination of the learning process RSFS is developing a web-based data collection,
cataloguing and publishing tool – Canopy.
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The extended group of stakeholders considered to benefit most from the development of Canopy
include, but are not limited to:
 Forestry and land use students and their lecturers
 Forest Research
 Interested visitors and forestry practitioners from UK and overseas
 Woodland owners and managers
 Land managers wanting to understand how forestry can deliver benefits for them e.g.
planting trees for habitat benefit / shelter /water and flood management
 Other land managers with little knowledge but open to learning
 Policy makers
 General public
 School children

Conclusion: Monitor Woods will be an increasingly valuable resource
Woods and forests span the generations. The information gleaned from the Monitor Woods
Scheme by regular infield monitoring and appropriate recording will be invaluable. To secure
continuity Canopy will form part of the RSFS website, with its own branding and functionality,
remaining within the control of the RSFS and therefore not subject to the vagaries of politics or
changes in personnel, management or ownership of a particular woodland.
Canopy will be a unique learning/management tool enabling sites to be identified under a
number of search criteria; e.g. age class, species, ground preparation, altitude, riparian,
management systems (continuous cover, thinning regimes, etc). Canopy will form a valuable
teaching aid, for example enabling access to practical examples of a woodland type or
management methodology being taught in the lecture room.
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Interested visitors from UK or overseas learning of Scotland’s Monitor Woods Scheme will be
able to search Canopy for their particular interest and the locations where they can experience
the practical manifestation in a forest/woodland setting.
Forest Research can take advantage of the potential of Canopy to review their 400 sites to enter
into the Monitor Woods Scheme those sites meeting the demonstration criteria. The regular
monitoring of sites, implicit in the Monitor Woods Scheme, would ensure ongoing review of
developments and dissemination of research results.
The timescales associated with forestry mean that lessons can take many years to become
apparent. Inevitably, fashions in forestry policy and practice change but we should seek to avoid
forgetting those lessons and repeating poor practice which previous generations of foresters had
learned to avoid. Even to-day basic lessons in cultivation, drainage, planting position, weed and
pest control are readily forgotten or never learned by many well-intentioned tree planters and
amateur land managers.
The Monitor Woods Scheme will be an expanding resource of knowledge and experience to be
drawn on by both practising and aspiring land managers, to-day and for generations to come.
Some of the Monitor Woods are included in the Society’s 2019 Field Day programme. Members
of the Native Woodland Discussion Group are invited to propose possible candidate woods/sites
for nomination as Monitor Woods. Contact: Simon Stuart (see below).
Additional note from Simon Stuart. Simon Stuart MICFor has taken on the contract as
Project Officer/Manager of the Royal Scottish Forestry Society’s Monitor Woods Scheme. RSFS
Monitor Woods Scheme is designed to deliver learning across the forestry and woodland sector
and to the wider public. The principle objective is to facilitate access to good practice in forestry
and to encourage more and better managed woods, to deliver the optimum range of multiple
benefits for public and private good. Simon will use his extensive forestry and environmental
knowledge and facilitation skills gained during his career to date in both temperate and tropical
forestry to plan, lead and execute a development strategy to promote the adoption of the
Monitor Wood Scheme across Scotland’s forest sector; State, Private and Voluntary, with visits
to assess and recruit suitable Monitor Woods. Simon will also be responsible for ensuring
appropriate dissemination of information and learning, through provision and maintenance of
publicly accessible online data, with regular updates through articles and press releases. Simon
can be contacted at monitorwoods@rsfs.org.uk
Simon Stuart
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A FARM WOOD PASTURE IN GALLOWAY, SCOTLAND
Mary-Ann Smyth and Richard Cunningham
Mary-Ann Smyth sent in this poster about Craig Farm wood pasture, Galloway, which she
showed at the NWDG Woodland History Conference in October 2018. She also sent some text
to go with it (see next page).
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For 25 years now, we’ve been trialling how to encourage trees to grow in grazed pasture. Inspired
by the work of Frans Vera, Peter Quelch, Oliver Rackham and George Peterken, we learned how
to value and encourage our wood pasture. Craig Farm, Balmaclellan, is a working farm, with a
mosaic of rocky wood pasture and peaty meadows along a tributary of Loch Ken. Grazing with
sheep, even at very low densities (0.25 lu/ha), did not allow trees or flora to regenerate. (Sheep
are agile and eat everything. This can be especially damaging in late winter and spring.) Only
when we switched to cattle (Galloway cattle; low density; traditional beef breed; organic system)
did we see good results. We did not use fertiliser, the cattle stay outside all year round, and we
introduce only limited winter feed (haylage), which we fed in bracken thickets to reduce bracken
dominance. We speeded tree regeneration by transplanting home-grown tree seedlings into wild
hawthorn saplings. Hawthorn, blackthorn, ash, hazel, oak, birch, alder and willows thrive, with
primrose, wood anemone, bluebell, pignut, meadowsweet, yellow flag iris, king-cup, orchids and
globe-flower, and a diverse mix of birds, bugs, and animals.
What we learned:
 If in doubt, under-graze, but don’t cease grazing. A five year no-summer-grazing programme
(an ESA prescription) was unhelpful, resulting in permanently damp soil, rank vegetation,
and the loss of ant hills and fruiting fungi (waxcaps).
 Cows avoid eating prickly plants (thorns, young crab apples, thistles), avoid cowpats, and
avoid standing on difficult ground – we can use this knowledge.
 Recognise the feedback loops – on our farm, localised winter poaching and trampling
produced waterlogging and compaction which led on to dominance firstly by thistles and
then, after five years, knapweed and eventually a diverse meadow mix.
 Spraying bracken with asulox damaged emerging blackthorn and other valued species.
Physically crushing bracken is more effective as a control.
 Slow is beautiful.

“Slow is beautiful”
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WILLIAM’S CLEUGH PINE POLLINATIONS 2013
Graham Gill
Background
In about 1955, Mr Valdemars Blankenburgs, a civil engineer with the Forestry Commission and a
World War II refugee from Latvia, reported and photographed some self-sown Scots pines
growing on a remote hillside above Kielder Forest. Blankenburgs was a keen photographer and
took a great interest in the forest environment, making many observations on its vegetation. His
photograph of the William’s Cleugh pines was reproduced opposite page 41 in the Border Forest
Park Guide (Walton, 1958). At the time, these pines were believed to be possible survivors of the
indigenous forest cover, but others disputed that view. Interestingly, the caption in the original
1958 version of the Forest Park Guide read “Native Scots Pines, Last Relics of the Ancient
Pinewoods, in William’s Cleugh, up the Scalp Burn, Kielder”. By the second edition, second
impression 1964, the caption had changed to “Self-sown Scots Pines, in William’s Cleugh, up the
Scalp Burn, Kielder”. In 1961, Herbert Edlin, the Forestry Commission’s Publications Officer,
published a short paper (Edlin, 1961) presenting the case for and against the pines’ native status,
but with no firm conclusions.
Angus Lunn (2004) in his New Naturalist book “Northumberland” reconsiders the arguments
for nativeness, again with no firm conclusion. Manning et al (2010) used bioclimatic modelling
to show that the local climate, soils and vegetation fell well within the envelope for Scots pine.
Cavers et al (2010) reported results from an analysis of chloroplast DNA from the William’s
Cleugh pines: many of the chloroplast genotypes at William’s Cleugh were found at varying
frequencies in Scottish populations of native pines; some at William’s Cleugh were not found in
any of the Scottish populations previously analysed. It was not possible to prove or disprove
“nativeness” from the genetic data.

Williams Cleugh pines (photo: Northumberland Wildlife Trust)
The surviving trees
Five mature trees survive in the area of the William’s Cleugh fenced enclosure (numbered 1-5 in
Anderson 2004). A single mature tree (WC06) which died in 2016 stands lower in William’s
Cleugh. There is a mature tree (WC07) by the Scaup Burn (NT 6543 9991) and another (WC08)
by the Carry Burn (NT 6540 0015).
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Edlin (1961) described one "mother tree" in the area that is now in the enclosure plus five
"daughter" trees. The "mother" tree was 8 metres tall and 1 metre in girth which he guessed –
based on size and site – was about 100 years old. Of the five "daughters", the tallest was 3.3
metres high and possibly 20 years old.
So of the five mature trees present today, I guess one is the original "mother" tree and the other
four are "daughter" trees which, if they were 20 years old in 1961, would now be 76 years old. I
guess the fifth "daughter" has been lost.
This ties in with Russell Anderson's (2004, 2005) ring counting where tree 4 was the oldest at
153-160 years old, and trees 1, 2, 3, 5 younger and close together at 59-80 years old. Russell
considered that these four trees were probably naturally regenerated from tree 4, established
during a 15-20 year period when grazing and browsing pressures were low.
Edlin also described the tree lower in William's Cleugh which we know as WC06 and is now
dead. In 1961 it was 20 feet tall, 2 feet round and had 2 "daughters" again about 10 feet tall and
20 years old. I guess these "daughters" no longer exist, but I don't know when they were lost.
Russell's ring count put tree 6 at 125-133 years old.
Edlin also mentions a tree about a mile up the Scalp (Scaup) Burn from Williams' Cleugh and
another about a mile above that, both, he thought, about 100 years old. So those would be tree 7
Scaup Burn (in the new enclosure) and tree 8 Carry Burn. Russell Anderson cored these trees in
2010 (Manning 2017 pers. comm.) and estimated the Scaup Burn tree (WC07) to be 101 years,
and the Carry Burn tree (WC08) to be 148 years.
The William’s Cleugh enclosure
In about 1992, Forestry Commission wildlife ranger Gordon Riley collected cones from the trees
in the centre of William’s Cleugh (WC01 - WC05) (Bill Burlton, 2018 pers. comm.) for
Northumberland Wildlife Trust (NWT). Anne Pickering (2018 pers. comm.) germinated the
seeds which were then grown on by NWT. In 1995, the plants were transported to site in 5 litre
pots and planted by NWT in a deer-fenced enclosure (erected by Forestry Commission tractor
driver Jimmy Potts and Kielder forest craftsmen (Bill Burlton, 2018 pers. comm.)).
Forestry Commission Forester Marie Clay collected cones from the ground below WC01 – WC06
in 2003 and extracted seeds, 38 of which germinated. Several germinants failed, leaving 26
seedlings which were grown on in her mother’s greenhouse and subsequently planted out in the
William’s Cleugh enclosure in 2006 (Marie Clay 2018 pers. comm.).
The pollinations
In 2013, the tree lowest in William’s Cleugh (tree WC06) was in terminal decline, showing very
little green foliage. Here was a last opportunity to collect pollen from this tree and apply it to
female flowers (technically “strobili”, but in this article I use the tree breeders’ convention of
referring to the male and female structures of conifers as “flowers”) on the 20 year old trees in
the enclosure, thereby allowing for the continuation of WC06 genes.
Materials and methods
Isolations
On 2nd June 2013 and again on 9th June 2013 I isolated female flower buds while still within
their budscales on six Scots pine trees within the William Cleugh enclosure. These were all the
female flower buds I could find. I numbered these trees WC101 -WC106 and labelled the trees
with two plastic plant labels attached to a branch at approx 1.5 m. Details of the isolations are
shown in Table 1. Isolations were made from the ground or with the aid of a 1.8 m step-ladder.
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Isolations were made with either a) a 40mm diameter acetate tube about 180 mm in length
(supplied by Visican Ltd, Phillips Street, Aston, Birmingham B6 4PT) with a foam rubber bung
in each end or b) pollination bags 550 mm x 158 mm x 158 mm with clear acetate window (bag
type PBS 3d/55 supplied by PBS International www.pbsinternational.com) secured to the tree
branch with wire twists. Isolations were labelled with plastic plant labels attached with wire
twists showing tree number, isolation number followed by T or B to indicate bag or tube, and the
number of female flowers enclosed. Isolations were checked carefully to ensure there were no
non-isolated flowers outwards from the label.

Photos: Graham Gill

Pollen collection
The development of male flowers was monitored, and male flowers were harvested from tree
WC06 at a stage when no moisture exuded from a flower when squeezed between forefinger and
thumb. Male flowers were harvested from the upper reaches of tree WC06 with the aid of a 6 m
pole pruner and the assistance of Anthony Johnston of Northumberland Wildlife Trust. Male
flowers were transported in brown paper bags, and then dried on paper in trays on a sunny
window sill for several days. Pollen was extracted by tapping the flowers and stored in glass
bottles.
Pollinations
Pollination took place on 20/06/2013 when the female flowers were believed to be fertile, when
the flower bracts were in a horizontal position. Pollen was applied by means of a 10 cc plastic
syringe with 18G needle, injected through the pollination bag, or by inserting the needle
alongside the foam bung of the isolation tube, and the pollen directed at each female flower in
turn. Puncture holes in the pollination bags were sealed with sticky tape. In total, 32 flowers
were pollinated, all with pollen from WC06. Flowers were released on 20 th July 2013, with labels
left in place apart from one where the single flower had failed to develop. In total, 27 developing
cones were released. Cone development was checked on 12th July 2014. Labels were removed
from a further five isolations where cones had failed to develop. In total, 16 cones across five
trees were developing (Table 1).
Cone collection, seed extraction and nursery
Cones were collected on 12th January 2015, and kept separate by mother tree. A further three
cones had failed to develop. In total, 13 cones from four trees were collected. Some 40 or so open
pollinated cones were collected at the same time from the 20 year old trees in the William’s
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Cleugh enclosure and treated as a bulk collection. Cones were air dried and then dried further in
a domestic oven at about 50oC for 3 hours. Seed was extracted but not counted, and no attempt
was made to de-wing the seed or to separate full and empty seeds. All seeds, with the controlled
pollination seed being kept separate by mother tree, were sown in March 2015 in trays of seed
compost covered with sharp sand and grown in a sun room. Seedlings were transplanted
individually to 7 cm pots and grown on in the sun room and outdoors until being lined out in
garden soil on 25th July 2016. In total, 48 controlled pollination plants from three mother trees
were lined out (Table 1), along with 61 plants derived from open pollination.
Initial growth
Tree height was measured on 27th Febuary 2018 prior to lifting. Height was measured from
ground surface to top of tree without straightening the stem. Mean heights are shown in Table 2.
Thus, family 106 and open pollinated are not significantly different from each other, but both are
significantly taller than families 101 and 102. Family 102 is not significantly different from
family 101 despite a much smaller mean height, but there are only four transplants in family 102.
Planting
On 12th April 2018, 47 controlled cross plants were planted out in William’s Cleugh enclosure
with individual tree plastic mesh protection by NWT volunteers. By 18th July 2018, two plants
had died, 43 survived and two not checked. The 54 open-pollinated plants were planted out by
NWT volunteers in Kielder Wildwood near Scaup Burn with similar protection on 17 th April
2018.
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Table 1 William's Cleugh Pollinations 2013 – all pollen from the lowest WC old tree
(labelled WC6)

Tree No
101
(by w
fence)

102

103
(WC1)
by N
fence
104
(WC21)

106
(WC17)

No of
plants
lined
out
25/07/1
6

No of
plants
lifted
April
2018

Isol date
02/06/2013

No
of
♀
1

Pollination
date
20/06/2013

No
of ♀
released
1

2B

02/06/2013

2

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

1

1

3B

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

1

1

4B
total

09/06/2013

2
6

20/06/2013

2
5

20/07/2013

2
5

2
5

24

24

1B
2B

09/06/2013
09/06/2013

2
4

20/06/2013
20/06/2013

2
4

20/07/2013
20/07/2013

2
1

3B

09/06/2013

3

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

0

4T

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

0

5T

09/06/2013

2

20/06/2013

2

20/07/2013

1

6T

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

0

7B
total

09/06/2013

3
16

20/06/2013

2
13

20/07/2013

1
5

1
1
label
removed
label
removed
1
label
removed
1
4

5

4

1T

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

0

label
removed

Isol
No
1T

total

1

Harvest
12/01/15
1

1

1T

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

1

1

2T

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

1

1

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

0

20/07/2013
label
removed

1

3B
4B

09/06/2013

1

20/06/2013

1

20/07/2013

0

total
105

Release
date
20/07/2013

No of
cones
at
12/07/
14
1

4

3

2

label
removed
2

no seeds

1B
2B
total

15/06/2013
15/06/2013

1
1
2

20/06/2013
20/06/2013

1
1
2

20/07/2013
20/07/2013

1
1
2

0
0
0

1B

15/06/2013

2

20/06/2013

2

20/07/2013

1

1

2B
total

15/06/2013

1
3

20/06/2013

1
3

20/07/2013

1
2

1
2

19

19

16

13

48

47

TOTALS

32

% of
isolations

27
84.4

50.0

40.6

Table 2 William's Cleugh Pines: transplant heights at age 3 – summary

Family

No of
transplants

Mean height
(cm)

Std. dev.

95%confidence
limits

101 x WC06

24

20.0

5.13

+/- 2.17

102 x WC06

4

14.3

5.62

+/- 8.94

106 x WC06

19

27.2

7.07

+/- 3.41

open pollinated

61

30.0

8.74

+/- 2.24
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SOME BRIEF NOTES ABOUT A JAPANESE FOREST
Ben Averis
I need to add another page to make the total number of pages a multiple of four – hence these
brief notes just to tell you about a couple of my findings at Horoka Tomamu Montane Forest in
Hokkaido in northern Japan in October 2018. The site is a wooded hill, half a square kilometre
in area, 500-660 m above sea level, with vegetation typical of the central Hokkaido mountains.
1. Canopy richness. My first visit had been in the month of September (2016), when
everything was green, but this time it was October and the autumn colours (koyo) revealed some
additional tree species that I hadn’t seen there before, giving a total tree list of 33 species: 29
broadleaved and 4 coniferous. These are all native here. Even though the site is only 0.5 km2 in
size it contains more native tree species than the total number of native tree species in the whole
of Scotland! Here is a list of them:
Acer caudatum

Fraxinus mandshurica

Salix schwerinii

Acer japonicum

Kalopanax septemlobus

Salix udensis

Acer palmatum

Magnolia obovata

Sorbus alnifolia

Acer pictum

Phellodendron sachalinense

Sorbus commixta

Alnus hirsuta

Populus suaveolens

Tilia japonica

Betula ermanii

Populus tremula

Ulmus davidiana

Betula maximowicziana

Prunus maximowiczii

Ulmus laciniata

Betula platyphylla

Prunus ssiori

Abies sachalinensis

Chengiopanax sciadophylloides

Quercus mongolica

Picea glehnii

Euonymus hamiltonianus

Salix caprea

Picea jezoensis

Euonymus macropterus

Salix rorida

Taxus cuspidata

There are five broadleaved shrub species too (also native).
Aralia elata

Rhododendron pentandrum

Hydrangea paniculata

Sambucus racemosa

Viburnum furcatum

I don’t know exactly why the canopy is so much richer than in British woodland. Maybe the
different (more continental) climate, or differences in glaciation, colonizations, etc.
2. Richness in ferns. I also found some additional fern species in 2018, these being mainly on
N-facing slopes and in sheltered gullies and bringing my site total (of ferns) up to 20 species:
Adiantum myriosorum

Dryopteris expansa

Phegopteris connectilis

Athyrium multidentatum

Gymnocarpium robertianum

Polypodium fauriei

Athyrium vidalii

Hymenophyllum wrightii

Polystichum braunii

Coniogramme intermedia

Leptorumohra miqueliana

Polystichum retroso-paleaceum

Dennstaedtia wilfordii

Matteuccia orientalis

Polystichum tripteron

Deparia pycnosora

Matteuccia struthiopteris

Pteridium aquilinum

Dryopteris crassirhizoma

Osmundastrum cinnamomeum

That’s a good total for a site of this size and (considering the delicate nature and frost-sensitivity
of many ferns) with winters of Icelandic coldness (much colder than Reykjavik), but prolonged
deep snow cover (1-2 m deep for about 4 months each winter) limits the degree of cold at ground
level and probably helps the ferns and other plants to survive. Just got room for a photo!
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BROCHS AND TIMBER SUPPLY – A NECESSITY BORN
OF INVENTION?
Noel Fojut

The broch of Mousa in Shetland, still standing over 13 metres high after 2000 years – and not a tree in
sight!

Introduction
Most readers will be familiar with Scotland’s Iron Age brochs: drystone-built towers erected in
the north and west, including the islands. They date to the middle part the Iron Age, and are
known to have first been constructed about 300 BC. Brochs are one of prehistoric Europe’s most
spectacular architectural achievements. Despite having been intensively studied for almost two
centuries (or perhaps because of all that study) there are still many unanswered questions about
brochs. This paper, first prepared for a conference in Shetland, looks at an aspect which might be
of interest to NWDG members: the timber fittings which are supposed to have been inside each
broch.
Timber Structural Elements in Brochs – The Concept
It is accepted by most researchers that the circular, hollowed-walled stone shell of every broch
contained, or was intended to contain, a roofed wooden structure of considerable complexity –
in essence a substantial timber roundhouse “dropped inside” the stone walls of each broch.
There is evidence for this assumption, but is more circumstantial than direct – very little actual
wood survives, for a variety of reasons. Every broch which survives to any height features a
horizontal ledge built into the stonework of the inner well-face. This runs around the interior
wall-face, typically about 2 metres above ground level. It is believed that the outer edge of a nowvanished wooden floor sat on this ledge, a conclusion which is supported by the presence of
openings in the inner wall-face which would have acted as doorways onto such a floor from the
hollow walls, especially from the stone stairway which is usually found running upwards within
the wall thickness.
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Reconstruction drawing, based on Dun Carloway in Lewis (Alan Braby)

If broch interiors were indeed typical of Iron Age roundhouses elsewhere in Britain, one would
expect a ring of stout posts to have been erected within the central space, helping to take much of
the load of the raised floor(s) and, higher up, a roof. It’s not absolutely essential, but it seems by
far the simplest way to build, and would make brochs, architecturally, simply very fancy
roundhouses.
One of the most widely-used reconstruction drawings of a broch interior is that by Alan Braby,
showing an interior rich in wooden fitments set below a high roof.
Timber Structural Elements in Brochs - the Evidence
It’s an attractive picture, but it’s worth looking harder at the evidence. It is stated and accepted
that a typical broch has one or two “scarcement” ledges on the interior wall-face, on which the
outer edges of floors or roofs sat, and also a ring of post holes at the primary floor level in which
posts would have sat to support these upper floor levels and roofs. The usual absence of hearths
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from primary broch floor levels has been read by most recent commentators as implying the
presence of hearths at a raised level, perhaps on clay pads laid on the hypothetical upper floor,
although the absence of hearths has also been explained by arguing that brochs originated as
communal defences for occasional use, not permanent dwellings. In any case, the removal of
cooking to a place apart might have been a sensible fire precaution, given the potential blastfurnace effect so evident to anyone who has stood inside the broch of Mousa on a windy day.
The first point to be addressed is: how widespread is the evidence for these structural features,
the scarcement ledges and post-rings, which support (literally and metaphorically) these
assumptions?
Scarcement ledges are, indeed, almost ubiquitous, wherever interior wallfaces survive above
1.7m. So widespread, in fact, that when one excavator failed to find one, he went to great lengths
to explain why, placing the site early in the development of brochs and therefore before
sophisticated roofing techniques had evolved - an argument that sat oddly with the known
presence of large diameter timber roundhouses elsewhere in Scotland fully as early.
The case of Caisteal Grugaig, beside Loch Duich, where the scarcement is little more than 1m
above a very irregular rocky floor level, has been used to argue that scarcements must have been
for raised floors, not roofs. While that may well be the case at this site and many others, it would
be perfectly possible to construct a conical roof with reasonable floor clearance, and there are
many precedents for all-timber roundhouses elsewhere in Scotland where all or part of the roof
structure appears to have rested directly on the ground, let alone 1 metre up.
There are far fewer brochs with double scarcements. At Mousa in Shetland, where both
scarcements are set low down in the broch, with no upper scarcement, this might suggest a twostorey roundhouse set low in the tower. At Dun Telve in Glenelg the upper scarcement is some
9m above ground level and it is hard to see explain how this could have functioned unless as the
roof support for a multi-storey construction which was braced against itself the inner wall-face,
with no surviving architectural evidence except for a standard lower scarcement.
Rings of floor-set post-holes, or stone pads for posts to stand upon, are much more elusive.
There is a small but respectable number of brochs where apparently primary floor levels have
been reached. Within this select sample, post-rings appear to be present only at four: Dun
Troddan in Glenelg, Leckie and Buchlyvie, both in Stirlingshire and, probably, Carn Liath in East
Sutherland. Additionally, the broch-like site at Rhiroy (Ruigh Ruaidh) beside Loch Broom
produced a circuit of postholes. At Clickhimin and Scalloway, both in Shetland, short arcs have
been used to imply complete rings, despite the lack of convincing evidence
The excavation evidence from Buchlyvie and, almost certainly, Carn Liath is for settings of posts
which pre-date the brochs. Only at Leckie and at Dun Troddan, and at Rhiroy, is there a
complete ring nearly concentric with the broch. Partial arcs were found at Scalloway and at
Clickhimin. At several other sites, the absence of post-holes was seen as a feature to be explained
away, by later disturbance or by incomplete excavation. More than one report speaks of posts
“being removed” prior to later reconstruction, although without post-holes to demonstrate their
existence in the first place. In fact, of about 20 where sufficient apparently primary floor was
exposed to make a judgement, under excavation standards which might have been expected to
notice such things, only the 6 mentioned above show anything like a ring or partial ring of post
holes. (Broch sites are excavated relatively infrequently, and excavators have had an annoying
habit of stopping before they get to the very bottom, so we know less about the lowest levels of
brochs than we’d like.)
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The interior wall-face of Dun Telve in Glenelg, showing the lower and upper scarcement ledges which
helped anchor the wooden elements

As to the size of these posts, information is scantier than one might hope. Scalloway displayed
one actual post-pipe of about 20cm diameter, Dun Troddan’s post-holes were 30-35cm across
(including packing stones) and Leckie’s were of similar or slightly larger dimension. The
Clickhimin excavation report illustrates but does not give dimensions for an arc of posts which
appear to be no larger in diameter to that at Scalloway. Of all the brochs excavated to floor level,
only two, Dun Troddan (Plate 2) and Leckie, definitely held rings of posts consistent with a
complete ring of massive timbers suggested in our favourite reconstructions. It may or may not
be coincidence that both were located are in areas where large trees are present today and would
have been present in the Iron Age.
A further problem is the spacing of these post rings from the inner wallface. All the examples
except Dun Troddan and Leckie have their posts 1.4 to 1.7m from the inner wall-face, rather than
closer towards the centre. It would appear that only at the two proven examples of brochs with
massive post rings are the posts set, as might be expected, about halfway from the inner wallface
to the centre. The semi-broch at Rhiroy might also be admitted to this select group in view of its
similarity to a broch in all respects except full circularity. All the other lines of posts in broch
floors look more consistent in scale and placing with internal subdivisions of the ground level
than with support for upper levels, be it floors or roofs.
In short, either a substantial number of excavators of moderate to good standard have missed
massive post rings, or these are the exception rather than the rule. This particularly worrying,
given that the post-ring is now routinely cited as a standard broch feature by all the eminent
authorities.
Fortunately, all may not be lost, since there are still many brochs left with their central floor
deposits not fully examined - Mousa to name but one. So, this gloomy summary may be capable
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of substantial revision in future. But for the present, we need to reconstruct on the evidence we
have, or rather do not have.
No Visible Means of Support?
Despite the lack of posthole evidence, and despite the fact that only Scalloway has produced
anything like convincing excavated evidence for traces of roof thatch (and this later than the
original date of construction), few would now advocate roofless brochs, whether or not the
raised floors so beloved of reconstruction artists and their expert guides were universally
present. So, was roofing and/or constructing a raised floor platform and a roof impossible
without a post-ring at ground level?
Much debate has been conducted on this, especially in the early twentieth century, including
careful consideration (and rejection) of a stone-built dome. There seem to be two possible
constructional systems which would provide a basis for either floor or roof: the reducing polygon
or the stressed ring-beam, both made possible in brochs by the massive counterweight provided
by the stonework of the walls. Both techniques require the stability of an outer stone structure
that will not prevent outward displacement of the load-bearing members of the roof/floor it
contains. This implies a fair mass of stone wall material rising higher than the outer edge of the
roof. Only the floor-set post ring, where the posts take the main weight, would allow a roof of any
weight to sit on top of the wallhead.

“Reducing polygon” roofing method, drawn by Alan Braby after a sketch by Noel

The reducing polygon approach is based on horizontal timbers anchored at regular intervals
around the inner wall-face, overlain with a smaller polygon and so forth. Any polygon will do: a
triangle is the simplest approach and gives the fastest closure, but any other polygon would do.
The more sides to the polygon, the slower the closure but the shorter the structural timbers
required - a factor which may be relevant when we come to consider timber sources. This mode
of construction seems most suited to roofing rather than flooring, although it could easily
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enough be levelled up if required by building up the outer edges. It might be particularly apt
below a turf thatch roof, giving very good support for a relatively low-pitched roof.
The principal arguments against this method of roofing are three. First: one might expect
projecting blocks rather than continuous scarcement ledges, or at least reinforced points along
those ledges where the principal members abutted the broch wall-face. Such protruding blocks
are only recorded at one site: Culswick in Shetland. Secondly, there would be a great strain on
the points at which each timber rests on that below – in a square-on-square framework, the
lowest timbers would carry one quarter of the roof weight borne vertically on the central point of
an unsupported timber about 7m long, requiring that timber to be of considerable girth. Thirdly,
the downward pressure on the anchor points in the wall-face would be very great, and might
cause the corbel stones to rotate outwards and downwards or simply to shear. But, given
sufficiently stout construction, the technique is feasible - just.

“Ring beam” roofing method, drawn by Alan Braby after a sketch by Noel

A more sophisticated approach to roofing, which could be adapted to flooring only at some
considerable effort and waste of space, would be a conical roof construction set into a composite
ring-beam. A collar of solid timbers, pre-checked for joints, would be fitted around the inner
wall-face, resting on the scarcement. From this, diagonal members would spring inwards, rising
to meet either at an apex or at a smaller dimension ring-beam. For efficient construction and
weight transmission, an angle of around 45 degrees would be best. Less would impose too great
a stress through the upper wall, tending towards shear failure in the upper courses, while greater
would impose too great a downward force on the scarcement, tending to dislodge its constituent
slabs through rotation. A 45-degree roof-slope might be a little high for turf thatching, but would
support reed, straw or heather thatch comfortably. To use this construction to support a
complete or annular wooden floor might be possible, especially as a floor would be lower in the
wall so that a greater overlying mass of masonry would allow the springing angle to be less that
for a roof.
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Of course, a more modern-style, A-frame construction would, by absorbing the stresses and
strains within its cross-members, allow a conical roof to be constructed which was strong
enough simply to sit on top of the broch. However, the practical difficulties of constructing and
lifting into position the principal frame seem to be excessive, given that within the confines of a
broch it would be next to impossible to raise the main diagonal timbers and then insert the
bracing cross-piece. Perhaps this would be a suitable area for some more experimental
archaeology?

Experimental archaeology may help – a partial broch reconstruction at Strathyre (timber and site
courtesy of Forestry Commission Scotland)

The Broch Builder’s Timber Needs
Given the need to acquire timber for each broch, is seems worth trying to quantify the size and
number of principal timbers needed in each of these systems. There are 4 cases to consider: the
heavy post-ring brochs such as Troddan and Leckie, brochs using the reducing-polygon
approach, brochs using ring-beam technology and A-frames. We have to make many
assumptions, the chief of which is how much risk of collapse was acceptable to the builders - a
calculation not unknown to the modern construction industry. Using a stronger or slighter
construction obviously affects the volumes/weights, but not the lengths, of timbers required, so
the relativities between the three constructions remain much the same.
Although more sophisticated quantity-estimating techniques might be applied, for the sake of
comparison the use of a sketch construction and estimates of cross-sectional size based on the
views of experienced former Historic Scotland technical staff has been used here.
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Looking simply at roofs, for a hypothetical broch standing 10m high to its wall-head and with a
10m inner diameter, with a conical roof sitting just within the inner wall-face or just on the inner
wall-head, the quantities look like this.
“Classic” floor-set post-ring:


8 or more upright posts, each c. 10m long, minimum diameter 25 cm



12 diagonal beams, each c. 7.5m long, minimum diameter 10 cm



smaller timbers to complete.

Reducing polygon “dome” (based on squares):


4 primary beams, each c. 7m long, minimum diameter 25 centimetres



4 secondary beams, each c. 5m long, minimum diameter 20 centimetres



4 tertiary beams, each c. 3.5m long, minimum diameter 15 centimetres



4 quaternary beams, each c. 2.5m long, minimum diameter 10 centimetres



smaller timbers to complete.

Ring-beam


12 or more diagonal beams, each c. 7.5m long, minimum diameter 15 centimetres



12 ring-beam sections, each c. 2.8m long, minimum diameter 15 centimetres



smaller timbers to complete.

A-frame


12 or more diagonal beams, each c. 7.5m long, minimum diameter 15 centimetres



6 or more tie-beams, each c. 10m long, minimum diameter 10 centimetres



smaller timbers to complete.

It appears that the least demand on large timber is that of the most sophisticated techniques, the
ring-beam and the A-frame, while the “classic” post-ring requires the greatest amount. The
reducing polygon technique, requiring least skill but probably with the greatest risk of collapse,
occupies a middle position.
Below the thatched roof, the larger roof members would have been linked with interwoven small
wood, to resemble hurdling. This, plus the slight binding effect of the thatch itself, would have
tended to make the roof more of a single slightly flexible unit and less of a series of separate
elements. This would have helped spread some of the minor stresses around the roof structure,
evening out the load on the scarcement ledge.
Sources of Timber for Shetland’s Brochs
I want to turn now to the case of Shetland, the area whose brochs I know best. We know from
reliable pollen and other evidence that Iron Age Shetland did not support timber of the size
required for the larger structural members, although doubtless infilling material could have been
obtained from driftwood or from the sparse clumps of shrubby woodland which did survive
there.
It seems fairly obvious to me that Iron Age Shetlanders (or recent incomers) would not have
built a broch without being assured of timber for the main structural members. And Shetland
had around 100 brochs, built over a space of probably no more than a century and perhaps as
little as a few decades. So, once the quantity surveyors had compiled their 100 shopping lists,
where did they get the necessary timber?
There is some evidence for the use of driftwood, even in earlier times, and at the broch of
Clickhimin some of the fragments of wood showed clear evidence of boring by marine
organisms. The types of wood at that site, found mainly as small chips attributed to re-working
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of structural timbers, were: “pine, willow and spruce, the latter predominating”. (Although that
is less informative than it sounds, since sample numbers were small: all of the spruce chips at
Clickhimin could have come from one very modest timber.)
Spruce at this date did not grow in Britain, the nearest source being Scandinavia or North
America. If driftwood was the source, marine currents would support a North American origin
for this, and there is a single reference in the literature of Shetland prehistoric excavations to a
specific species: Eastern White (or Quebec) Pine Pinus strobus.
One big problem with driftwood is that it is notoriously hard to work, tending to be heavy (even
when dried), laden with salt and fibrous in texture. Driftwood could readily have supplied the
“smaller timbers to complete” referred to above, and of course served as fuel. Doubtless some
driftwood was capable of being used for building, but little of what came ashore would have been
suitable for the main roof beams or timber uprights. Even less would have been suitable for
creating the sort of level flooring beloved of reconstruction artists: plank flooring requires long,
straight, timbers of relatively even grain. We know relatively little about Iron Age woodworking
tools, but sophisticated carpentry in driftwood – for example splicing shorter pieces to create
long, load-bearing beams, was probably beyond the available technology.
Another problem is volume. There are known to be ruins of at least 50, and perhaps as many as
75, brochs or broch-like structures in Shetland, and we may hypothesise the total loss of
evidence for at least another 25, perhaps more – so 100 in total. Round about 3000-200 BC,
somewhere in Shetland, at least one broch was being built or rebuilt every year – and perhaps
more, depending on how short the period was over which they were erected. Were Shetland’s
shores receiving enough driftwood in the middle Iron Age? And, perhaps more to the point, was
there a sufficiently strong social mechanism to organise the collection, stockpiling and
preferential use for broch-building of all substantial timbers? And, if so, was driftwood gathered
from all of Shetland for each broch, or were local beaches only accessed within each “broch
territory” – a real lottery? How might driftwood collection have operated in Iron Age Shetland?
Did one collect the driftwood first and then construct the broch, or start on the broch sure in the
knowledge that next winter’s storms would deliver the necessary timber? Surely there was never
quite such abundance as this?
The usual view on driftwood is that the forests of Eastern North America at this date were largely
virgin woodland, with large numbers of trees falling into rivers and being undermined by coastal
erosion, to be swept out to sea and deposited on European shores at the other end of the North
Atlantic Drift. Leaving aside the fact that we do not know if currents were operating then as now,
was this enough to bring the necessary supplies to Shetland? It may be that we can never know,
but it seems rather unlikely. At the present day, timber cover in the supposed source area is
greatly reduced, and rivers and the sea are combated by erosion protection measures. Almost all
of Shetland’s driftwood today is cut timber, washed from deck-cargo on ships plying the North
Sea and North Atlantic. Telephone poles washed away from distant shorelines are more frequent
than trees with attached roots.
The alternative way of getting big timber, which I believe is more likely, is that broch building
was supported by organised timber importation. The obvious sources would be the firths of
eastern Sutherland and Ross, or else the sea lochs of Wester Ross. But these areas had their own
established populations, building brochs on their own account – would they have been happy to
share? And does our present knowledge and understanding of Iron Age northern Scotland
suggest that such a trade could have taken place?
These questions are more complex than they might at first appear. Not do we need to think
about the technology of transportation, but also the social and political structures of the time. It
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does not seem tenable to argue that the people of Wester Ross or East Sutherland could have
been indifferent to the question of the defensive capabilities of Shetland just because they were a
long way away from the other. If timber could be imported, then vessels existed sufficiently
developed to carry it, and such vessels could also have carried hostile attackers.
If there was a timber trade, it would only be feasible if there was a sufficiently stable political
climate to make mutual defence a desirable option. In short, if trade in timber did take place,
this must surely imply that the inhabitants of the supplying region had no urgent territorial
ambitions in the locations being supplied or vice versa. Otherwise, they would be supplying
defence matériel to a potential target or equipping a potential aggressor with ships.
We do not know if society was as organised at this time. There is some doubt if large
geographical areas functioned as co-ordinated units in the middle Iron Age, akin to later
chiefdoms or clan territories. Perhaps long-distance ties of family, trade or obligation operated
instead. Individual Shetland broch-builders might have obtained timber from their specific
contacts in the south, while they, and their contacts, maintained attitudes of mutual hostility or
defiance to their immediate neighbours. It has been argued by several writers that brochs make
most sense in a social climate of small-scale sporadic raiding in which slavery is a likely
consequence of defensive failure – assuming brochs are required to make practical, as opposed
to symbolic, sense. This would accord well with a society organised into dispersed kin-groups
rather than governed by more extensive geographical hegemonies.

Most brochs look like this ruined mound by Noss Sound in Shetland – so there are plenty left to explore
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Was there an alternative to north Scotland as a timber source? Western Norway is a longer sail,
although simple enough to navigate. The waters are more exposed for the Shetland crossing and
the winds are contrary for much of the year. On the other hand, spruce is native to Norway, and
spruce appears most frequently of all wood in Shetland broch construction contexts, limited as
these are. On balance, the Scottish option seems preferable, given prevailing winds to move
laden ships north and east towards Shetland and also given the total absence of any
Scandinavian material in the artefactual record. The spruce found on broch sites should thus
continue to be interpreted as driftwood.

If organised importation took place, technologically it implies vessels of sea-going capacity by
the middle Iron Age, capable of towing or carrying large baulks of timber. Is that feasible? It is
generally accepted that the Picts had functional sea-going vessels, about 500 years after the time
of the brochs. An effective navy does not arise out of a few coracles overnight. So, did the roots of
Pictish sea-power lie in the timber fleets of their broch-building predecessors?
It’s also possible that, rather than locals trading for timber, those who built the brochs of
Shetland were incomers and brought their timber with them, either on their initial voyage or
immediately afterwards. If so, this suggests a degree of military superiority, planning and
confidence which seems excessive for what little we understand about Iron Age society but, to be
honest, we know so little it’s not entirely impossible. One day we may know – there are certainly
plenty of brochs left to excavate!
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Conclusion
To summarise, in note form:
1. The direct evidence for massive timber flooring and roofing structures within brochs is more
scanty than is generally acknowledged.
2. There are roofing and flooring techniques that are technically feasible for brochs and that
would leave no structural traces on their ground floor.
3. If brochs were roofed in any way at all, long, strong timber was required in sizeable quantities.
4. Wherever this came from for brochs built in other parts of Scotland, in Shetland local trees
were insufficient in number and size, leaving driftwood or systematic importation as options.
5. Driftwood appears to be an unreliable and possibly inadequate source, with practical
disadvantages for wood-working.
6. Importation requires inter-linked socio-political and technical assumptions, but these are not
unthinkable.
Postscript
When I shared these ideas at a conference some years ago, one archaeologist suggested roofing
brochs with similar techniques to those used to construct timber-framed skin boats. These would
be like larger versions of the sorts of roofs we known were constructed by some of Scotland’s
earliest Mesolithic hunter-gathers.
This has a number of attractions for Shetland, not least cutting out most, if not all, of the need
for heavy timber and relying almost entirely on local materials. Structurally, the load imposed on
the wall-head or scarcement ledge would be much less, and there would be no need for
supporting posts rising from ground level.
The down-side would be the difficulty of scaling up such a roofing system, to put a 10-metre
span roof into place, 10 metres or more above ground level. It would have very poor heat
insulation properties and would require regular and awkward maintenance, but perhaps not
much more than thatch.
While old wooden boats converted into roofs for sheds are widespread in Shetland and
elsewhere, I can find no evidence for this sort of roofing on large, permanent structures
anywhere in the NW European archaeological record. However, given the sceptical comments
expressed earlier about some of the received wisdom about brochs, it might be unwise to dismiss
the idea of “a giant inverted coracle” out of hand. Perhaps we could do some experimental
archaeology? (Though I for one will not be volunteering to help put a 10 m-diameter upsidedown-coracle into place on top of a broch on a typically breezy Shetland summer’s day!)
Acknowledgements and references
I have benefited from discussions over the years with almost every active excavator and student
of brochs. Particular debts are due to Ian Armit, Euan MacKie, Tanja Romankiewicz and Brian
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drew the two roofing method diagrams for me when the first version of these thoughts was
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Academic footnotes and references have been omitted for the sake of easy reading. If you would
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REPORT OF THE 2018 NWDG WOODLAND HISTORY
CONFERENCE AT BATTLEBY ON 25TH OCTOBER 2018
Alasdair Firth
The 2018 NWDG Woodland History Conference took place on Thursday 25th October 2018 at the
Scottish Natural Heritage Centre, Battleby with a full house of 130 members attending. The topic
was “the nature of the first forests in NW Europe”. Chris Smout introduced the conference,
highlighting the importance of Franz Vera’s work on forest history and the contemporary
relevance of this to ideas like “rewilding”. The complexity of the interactions between trees,
herbivores and people came up again and again in the question and answer sessions.
Understanding these interactions is key for managers to plan for the future.
Franz Vera was the first speaker. He explained some of the essential ideas behind his work: not
just that forests might have been more open than previously thought, but that it is large
herbivores which steer succession, driving a cycle of grassland, thorny scrub, woodland, wood
pasture and transformation back to grassland. This is a radical difference from previous 20 th
century ecologists like Arthur Tansley who advocated a ‘climax forest’ model. Franz illustrated
examples of lessons learned from Oostvaardersplassen in the Netherlands, where it is clear that
highly productive areas become grassland rather than forest, driven by grazing and browsing by
large numbers of deer, cattle, horses and geese. Yet, in areas of lower soil fertility, a more
parklike landscape can result. He related Oostvaardersplassen to the Serengeti, a much larger
area famed for its lion prides. The Serengeti is a savannah ecosystem with areas of grassland,
scattered trees and woodland. However, at Oostvaardersplassen herbivore populations are not
driven by predation: the vast majority of them actually die through starvation in the dry season.
Woodland can continue to regenerate in places with thorny scrub and where herbivores are less
dense. The relevance of these ideas to north British forest history is that through understanding
the cyclical nature of forest dynamics in succession we can understand how and why familiar
types of woodland have evolved and survive. Oak does not regenerate in closed canopy forest: it
is replaced by shade-tolerant trees. The only historical explanation for its enduring dominance in
woodland is that large herbivores played a role in keeping forest open, allowing it to thrive.
For three thousand years after the Ice Age, the island of Ireland was a natural “grazing exclosure
experiment” where no large herbivores (with the possible exception of wild boar) were present.
Using this as a basis, Fraser Mitchell gave the counterpoint to Franz Vera’s arguments. The
pollen record reflects the composition of different woodlands. In the three thousand years after
the Ice Age, there is no significant difference between a suite of European sites and a suite of
Irish sites for oak and hazel pollen. Only the composition, not the structure of these woods can
be reconstructed from the pollen record, but it is clear that in Ireland there was also a degree of
openness, with the sites sampled being around 20 percent open. The conclusion: historically,
tree species composition was not dictated by herbivores; it was the trees that were winning.
Next, Ian Rotherham took us back in time to Domesday, focussing on the nature of the primeval
landscape and the changes that happened when Norman rule fixed the Saxon landscape
permanently. This understanding of the past helps us understand the present: 900 years ago
there was a wider range of woodland types, especially wet woodlands and wetlands, which have
now been transformed to much simpler willow woods and fens. Prior to Domesday there was a
lot more dynamism in the landscape. Today there are practically no refugia: all landscapes are
affected by change, by pollution and by human impacts. But Ian also made it clear that there
may still exist a few relict wood pastures that are continuations of the pre-Domesday landscape.
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Following these three presentations a question and answer session raised some interesting
points. Had the nature of oak itself changed over time, perhaps due to the spread of oak mildew,
to make it less shade tolerant? No – oak was light-demanding before that. Would heavily grazed
grassland produce little pollen anyway, making it hard to pick up in the pollen record? No –
grass pollen was found in similar proportions after the 2001 foot and mouth outbreak as before,
although grazing livestock numbers were vastly different.
The session was aptly summarised by the comment that in Scotland there are places where the
Vera theories apply more and places where they apply less. Sometimes, oak can regenerate in
forest where there are large blowdowns; other times it can’t. There is no one model that fits all
scenarios.
Following an excellent lunch at the venue, Ralph Fyfe covered interdisciplinary research on
landscape openness. He made the important point that pollen only records tree cover; it does
not reveal the form of the cover, whether we define that as forest, woodland or wood pasture.
Outstanding recent research and modelling, using modern data, has attempted to relate
contemporary landscapes to the pollen records they produce and hence to reveal what historic
landscapes might have looked like. This work has shown that historic landscapes were more
open than previously thought and that in Britain there was probably a gradient from east to
west, with increasing oceanicity reflecting lighter or less extensive woodland cover. Herbivoreplant interactions might be important as a process but ultimately climate has also influenced
(and continues to influence) woodland cover and type very significantly.
Gordon Noble then addressed the place of woodland in Neolithic societies. The Neolithic period
was transformative for the landscape, and the clearest sign of this transformation in the
archaeological record is the large number of Neolithic tools found, especially axes, which were
designed to clear woodland. There are many fascinating connections between Neolithic culture
and trees, with monument sites built just after significant events which transformed local
wooded landscapes; large-scale timber architecture with huge timbers and burials in the centre
of a split tree.
Althea Davies summarised the potential of indicators other than pollen analysis to bring historic
grazing systems to life. Studies of beetle fauna have shed light on the extinctions of large
herbivores like bison and mammoth, and they have the potential to illuminate the relationships
between grazing animals and the landscape. Dung fungi can also help show how wild, domestic
herbivores and humans interact with the landscape. These indicators can be combined with
pollen and agricultural census records, both contemporary and historic.
Keith Kirby gave an on-the-spot summary of the day’s presentations, highlighting the
importance of Vera’s work in stimulating discussion and debate about the historic landscape and
the relevance of this to modern conservation. He also reminded us that the global eradication of
large herbivores may have brought about a more treed landscape than would have existed in
previous interglacials. In Scotland, where the absence of predators is probably more significant
than the lack of herbivores, we may often forget this. We know that in the past, trees have been
very important to human society and economy, but questions about the landscape they lived in
still remain. We need to understand this.
Words, like trees, can be used to fence us in or allow us to wander. Words for “wood”, “forest”,
“scrub” constrain us to think only about the examples we know. Woodlands in pre-Neolithic
Europe were probably both similar to and very different from what we imagine.
The message for the future is that woodlands will change. Individual species can move: the last
Ice Age was the perfect experiment to show this. We can define different woodland and forest
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types, but the most significant outcome of these definitions might be that we are better able to
understand change; both why it is happening and how we can influence it. We often get
channelled into thinking about specific issues such as deer, invasive species and climate change,
but ultimately, both to understand and to protect what we value, we need to think much more
broadly.

FORTHCOMING WOODLAND-RELATED EVENTS
Annual NWDG Excursion in June 2019
This year’s excursion will take place in Argyll (based around Kilmartin and Ford), from 5 th to 8th
June 2019. See www.nwdg.org.uk for details.
NWDG workshop on the identification and ecology of woodland fungi: Sept. 2019
Boat of Garten, Saturday 21st September 2019, approx. 10.00-16.00. Cost £40.
It’s a long time since NWDG has run a workshop on woodland fungi, so we are starting at the
introductory level with a one-day course. Our tutor will be Liz Holden, who has been interested
in fungi for nearly 40 years and has been involved in fungal field surveys for the last 20, working
in a range of habitats across the UK. She is an enthusiastic tutor keen to share her fascination in
the identification, recording and ecology of fungi.
A morning session indoors, in the comfortable Community Hall, will be followed by an afternoon
visit to nearby woodland. Tea/coffee and biscuits will be available, but participants should bring
their own packed lunch. (We may lunch in the woods if the weather’s good.)
If you’d like to attend, please send an expression of interest to Noel Fojut noelfojut@msn.com
straight away. We expect this to be a popular event, so don’t delay: maximum 20 places will be
allocated in order. As usual, we’ll follow up nearer the event (probably in May) with an e-mail
containing finalised arrangements, booking form and details for payment. There will be an
opportunity to offer/seek lifts at that time.
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Atlantic Woodland Alliance event in Edinburgh on 20th May 2019
An evening meeting at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh. This new alliance, consisting
mainly of representatives from various organizations, will be aiming to promote wider awareness
and understanding of Scotland’s western temperate rainforests, and this should also help with
their conservation. A report of the meeting will be included in the autumn 2019 NWDG
newsletter.

NWDG in temperate rainforest (Loch Maree; bryophyte workshop, 2016). Photo: Ben Averis.
Also: Woodland National Vegetation Classification (NVC) workshops: May/June
2019. Two of these (because of high demand!), both now fully booked. One on 13-14 May 2019
and the other on 10-11 June 2019. Both taking place in East Lothian. Tutor: Ben Averis.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Hidden Life of Trees by Peter Wohlleben. Harper Collins.
(Paperback 220 pages). (Original publication, 2005 – Ludwig Verlag); 1st
English edition, Greystone Books, Vancouver. B.C. English Translation by
Jane Billinghurst (2016) with a Foreword by Tim Flannery, and an
appended note by Dr. Suzanne Simard, Professor of Forest Ecology, UBC,
Vancouver.
Review by Chris Badenoch
This very readable book can only be described as astonishing, covering a
multitude of observations and facts on trees and forest ecology. The author is a German forester
from the Eifel Mountains area, who apart from his practical work in modern forestry has also
made acute observation of ‘old growth’ – especially Beech dominant – woods, and has since
branched out into tourist forest management, survival training and woodland burials!
In reading it, I was constantly reminded of that remarkable – and much derided – truism by
Donald Rumsfeldt – lately US Secretary of Defense, (undoubtedly borrowing from an earlier
American philosopher, since it is a matter of some doubt that he could have dreamed this up for
himself!) ‘There are known knowns. These are things we know that we know. There are known
unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we know we don't know. But there are also
unknown unknowns. There are things we don't know we don't know.‘
Wohlleben takes his basic stand from the tree and its forest associations, untrammelled by
human intervention. His is an unbelievably wide and imaginative canvas. He considers treechlorophyll, forest soils – and the fundamental role of mycorrhizal fungi in the provisions of
nutrients and sugars as well as individual tree interconnection – the relationships between trees
and different species of tree; their effect on soils, water and climate; their annual development
and seasonal reproduction; the adaptations of trees at different ages to be able to cope with their
surrounding environment; their convolute inter-relationships with pets and pathogens; the
restrictions which we humans have placed on trees including the problems facing afforestation
as well as urban trees, and the global shift of tree species since the ice age, together with
responses to the current changing climate.
Listed baldly like this the book sounds as if it would be merely an immensely boring ‘text’. It is
not. The author tackles some thorny problems which braver men than he have shied from: How
do ancient tree stumps in ancient forest stay ‘alive’? How does a tree sometimes survive the loss
or interruption of its cambium? How really do trees carry water up to their dizzy heights when
the physics of osmosis or capillary action cannot possibly manage to do so? Equally why do cut
stumps of some trees in spring produce such copious amounts of sap as to ‘fountain’? Or worse
how can this be when there is no leaf evapo-transpiration in wintering broadleaves? How do
trees know when it is safe to emerge from winter ‘shut-down’? How do they cope with the
assessment of day-length and temperature when planted in a different hemisphere? What are
the anti-bacterial and anti-fungal mechanisms at work in the atmosphere of conifer forests? The
list is endless, surely recommending the book to all lecturers in plant science and forestry
looking for subjects for their Masters and Doctorate students. Some recurrent questions are
clearly answered: Does Ivy have the potential to kill its structural host? Why do Giant Redwoods
planted in Europe not achieve anything like the height growth of those in their native California?
This is a truly fascinating book which prompts endless questions; and yet… and yet… it is
somehow, sometimes unsatisfactory to the biologist sceptic. The multitude of the authors’
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undoubtedly sound observations would be better if supported by more scientific references –
although there are those aplenty for some subjects. Above all – possibly in his editors’ or
translators’ attempts to appeal to an a-biological public - the trees are ‘subjectively personified’:
they are given an active and almost conscious role in their lives , as opposed to that of a more
objective and passive result of evolution. They apparently appear, in the author’s eyes, to think,
to plan, to anticipate, to measure time, to communicate by sound, touch or chemistry, to assist
their brethren, to consciously react to pests and diseases, to deliberately modify their
environment. It is unfortunate that this aspect has led to the rejection of the book by some
readers. Ignore this aspect if you can. It is wonderful. Maybe we should, in scientific humility,
make an addendum to Rumsfeldt’s dictum: ‘there are some unknowns that we think we know,
but don’t!’

Trees in Art by Charles Watkins. Reaktion Books, 2018. ISBN 978-178023-930-9. Hardback, 256pp, £35
Review by Carol Crawford
With Corot’s stunning Fontainebleau, in the Forest on the cover and 203
illustrations on its 256 pages, Trees in Art might resemble a ‘coffee-table
book’, but there is more depth to it than that. The author Charles
Watkins, a professor of rural geography, has recently written two books
on woods and forests (one with Keith Kirby) and his knowledge shines
through.
The images are largely of paintings, drawings and prints, with some photographs and sculptures
towards the end. When I first looked inside I thought there should be more illustrations and less
text: appreciation of art engages visual senses; the verbal context could be more minimal. But
this is not just an art book; Trees in Art is about how our relationships with trees are depicted in
art.
It can be dipped into like a coffee-table book, though the mass of detail means relevant text is
not always alongside its illustration, but it is more rewarding to read the book in full.
There are ten main chapters. The first two are general, on depictions of trees before and after
1800. Roman art, the author says, is the earliest art where species are “clearly identifiable”,
especially fruit trees and some hardwoods and conifers, often in ornamental friezes. Albert
Dürer’s 1497 Spruce is the first illustration of a single tree. The detail in a 16th century drawing of
oak leaves and acorns by Leonardo da Vinci allows Watkins to identify it as Quercus robur
(pedunculate oak).
The post-1800 chapter begins with English artists: Constable, Ruskin, Millais, Lear and ends
with Nash’s pre-WW1 watercolours. Continentals come in between: Monet, Redon, Braque,
Picasso. Romantics, Pre-Raphaelites, Symbolists, Impressionists and Cubists presenting trees as
settings and centre stage. Some zoom further in, as in John Constable’s wonderful circa 1821
Study of the Trunk of an Elm Tree. Paul Nash hated life painting, instead “trees in particular...
with their sensuous but mysterious personalities, became symbolic substitutes for the human
female figure”.
The other eight chapters cover: Trees and Ancient Stories; Lops and Pollards; Sacred Trees;
Nationality, Revolution and War; European Forest Interiors; Trees and Timber; Western Art
Abroad; and More than Real Trees. There is much to learn and enjoy in each chapter.
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The material within each chapter is arranged chronologically, e.g. Lops and Pollards begins with
the Domenico Campagnola’s circa 1530s woodcut Two Goats at the Foot of a Tree which shows
the goats browsing the lower leaves. In mid-chapter are Johan Zoffany’s Three Sons of John, 3rd
Earl of Bute (circa 1763-4) arranged on and round an old oak pollard on the Earl’s Bedfordshire
estate. The chapter ends with a 2006 David Hockney landscape where a hedgerow elder forms
the foreground – it had been topped the year before and new growth dominates.
I found European Forest Interiors particularly interesting. It begins with Italian mediaeval
hunting scenes, enters Thomas Gainsburgh’s Cornard Wood (finished 1748, begun at school!)
where livestock graze and firewood is gathered, and lingers at Fontainebleau (1820-1870),
inspiration for the Barbizon School of painters (who stayed in that nearby village). At first the
artists saw villagers and forest in balance but the economics changed and commercial conifer
planting and tourism (via the railway from Paris) alarmed the artists. Theodore Rousseau and
Sensier sent a petition to Napoleon III identifying areas within Fontainebleau for protection. It
was successful and an emperor’s decree of 1861 set aside 1,097ha as ‘Partie artistique’. Thus the
actions of artists secured the first national forest reserve.
It is a beautiful, fascinating and entertaining book, on quality papers, and well worth £35.
I have two quibbles. I believe you experience most from a painting or other artwork when
standing in front of it, for which you need to know where to find it. Locations of artworks are not
given comprehensively in this book; some are in associated text or in the Photo
Acknowledgements. It would be better to include locations within captions and/or a numbered
list at the end. The second quibble is the absence of Scottish tree art, either by Scottish artists or
artists from elsewhere, e.g. Ruskin and Millais visited Scotland and captured trees. There are
many notable Scottish paintings in our galleries which feature trees, such as Hornel and Henry’s
1890 masterpiece The Druids: Bringing in the Mistletoe, with its moonlit oak trunks (at
Kelvingrove), and contemporary works such as Andy Goldsworthy’s Stone Coppice at Jupiter
Artland. Trees in Scottish Art is a book still to be written.
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NATIVE WOODLAND DISCUSSION GROUP CONSTITUTION
Name: The organisation shall be the Native Woodlands Discussion Group.
Aims and objectives: To encourage interest in native woods, their ecology, management and history.
Activities:

Organise at least one Field Meeting with related discussion each year.

Organise Workshops on subjects suggested by members.

Organise Conferences, Seminars or other Events as approved by the membership.

Issue Newsletters with an emphasis on members’ contributions.

Maintain contact with like-minded organisations through the membership.

Undertake any other activities deemed appropriate by the membership.
Membership: Open to any interested individual. No corporate membership. Subscriptions shall be set by the committee, with
approval of the membership, according to the following categories: (a) Individual, (b) Family (1.5 x full rate) or (c)
Concessionary (0.6 x full rate). Membership will cease 18 months after payment of an annual subscription. The committee will
advise the Field Meetings organiser for the year of the fee for attendance of non-members at the Field Meeting.
Officers/committee: a.
b
c.
d.
Accounts:

a.
b.

The group elects a committee. The committee shall co-opt or appoint such officers as are
considered necessary. Officers will be eligible to vote at committee meetings.
Committee members shall serve for three years, but shall be eligible for re-election.
Chairperson nominated by the committee and endorsed by the Annual General Meeting.
All members are free to attend committee meetings.
The financial year shall be the calendar year.
The treasurer will keep accounts and present a financial report by 15th March each year. The
accounts shall be independently audited by a competent person before presentation.

Annual General Meeting: To be held on a date determined by the committee. Notification of that meeting shall appear in the
newsletter at least one month prior to the AGM. Business at the AGM shall be determined by a simple majority (except changes
to constitution which shall require a two-thirds majority of those members present). Family membership entitles up to two
votes if both are present. The chairperson and the treasurer will each submit a report at the AGM.
Meetings: The committee shall organise or authorise any member to organise such meetings as considered desirable.
Publications: The committee shall approve such publications as are considered desirable, and which carry the group's
endorsement.
Current subscription rates: Ordinary individual: £20 per year (£18 if paid by Standing Order). Family: £30 per year
(£28 if paid by Standing Order). Under-25s: £12 per year (£10 if paid by Standing Order). Subscriptions should be sent
to: the Membership Secretary (Alison Averis, 6A Castle Moffat Cottages, Garvald, Haddington, East Lothian, EH41 4LW; tel:
01620 830 670 / 07767 058 318; email: alisonaveris@gmail.com). There is a £2 annual discount for those paying by Standing
Order (shown in the above figures): please ask for a form.

NWDG COMMITTEE CONTACT DETAILS
Chair: Alan Crawford. Email: alancrawford07@hotmail.co.uk
Minutes Secretary + Field Meeting Organiser: Ruth Anderson: tel: 01796 474 327; email:
ruth.anderson@PitlochryFestivalTheatre.com
Admin (Treasurer + Membership Secretary + Website Editor): Alison Averis, 6A Castle Moffat Cottages, Garvald,
Haddington, East Lothian, EH41 4LW; tel: 01620 830670 / 07716 136153; email: alisonaveris@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor: Ben Averis; tel: 01620 830670 / 07767 058 322; email: ben.averis@gmail.com
Woodland History: Mairi Stewart. Email: mairi_skye@hotmail.com
Woodland History + Workshops: Noel Fojut. Email: noelfojut@msn.com
Social Media: Coralie Mills. Email: coralie.mills@dendrochronicle.co.uk
Member: Gordon Patterson. Email: gordonpatterson@blueyonder.co.uk
Member: Steve Morris. Email: SteveMorris@woodlandtrust.org.uk

NWDG WEBSITE:

w w w .nw dg.org.uk



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/NativeWoodlandsDiscussionGroup/
or search on ‘Native Woodlands Discussion Group’



Twitter: NWDG @TheNWDG
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Upper photo: Lesser celandine. Lower photo: logs with the liverwort Nowellia curvifolia. Both
photos taken by Ben Averis in April 2019 while surveying mosses and liverworts in a wood in the
Lake District.

www.nwdg.org.uk
Lichens, including Bryoria fuscescens and Usnea filipendula, on birch in East Lothian in March 2019. Photo: Ben Averis
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